Abstract. In order to reduce the network communication delay in the ultra high speed local area network, based on the topological network structure of "random step" proposed by foreign scholars, to overcome the shortcomings of the "random step", such as complexity of the network topology, disorder of the structure, not easy to connect, not easy to maintain and so on, the network topology structure with exponential-step is proposed. The network topology of the "exponential step" is studied in this paper, and an algorithm for generating exponential-step is proposed in this paper, and using C to achieve the simulation of the algorithm. Existing data indicate that, the network topology of the "exponential step" not only overcomes the shortcomings of the network structure of the "random step", but also decreases the communication delay.
Introduction
With the continuous progress of science and technology, the application of network is more and more common. As a common topological structure, double loop network is widely used in all kinds of local area networks, the connection of CPUs in supercomputer, and many other places that need super high speed network connection. For the supercomputers, the topology of the network connection between CPUs is very important. Because of the different network topology, the communication delay is different. The communication delay of the network topology will restrict the speed of the cluster computing between the supercomputer's CPUs. Therefore, it is very important to study the topology of the network and improve the communication delay of the network. The communication delay of the double loop network with fixed step is limited, the ring network with random step is proposed by foreigners, but the topological structure of the ring network with random step also has a lot of disadvantages, such as the topology is too complex, difficult to maintain and so on. Based on the topological structure of the ring network with random step, we propose the topological structure of the ring network with exponential step. Preliminary experiments show that, the communication delay of the topological structure of the ring network with the exponential step is much lower than that with the fixed step.
The topological structure of the double loop network is such as that: with such a directed graph G(N;r,s), mark each vertex as 0,1,2,…,N-1, two edges are derived from each vertex:
, where r, s is the positive integer which is greater than or equal to 1, and s r ≠ . The diameter of the double loop network is marked as
, the minimum diameter of the double loop network is marked as
at present, the minimum value of the minimum diameter is
. A new idea of solving the diameter of double loop network is given in the paper [2] [3] [4] --L shape tile, and how to solve the L shape tile is given, so that the solution of the diameter of the double loop network becomes more convenient.
Diameter indicates the shortest distance between vertex and vertex of a double loop network, thus the research of diameter becomes a key point of double loop network. Xu Junming found a lot of tight optimal network family [5] . Paper [6, 7] researched and found out a lot of k-tight optimal double loop network infinite family. Paper [8] [9] [10] [11] researched the optimal network path and the optimal network families.
Topological structure of the directed double loop network and communication delay of the network
The topological structure of the directed double loop network is shown in Figure 1 . With the method of graph theory, it is marked as G (N;r,s The directed double loop network is symmetric, distance between any vertex u to v, can be replaced by the distance between vertices 0 to u or v. Therefore, to study the problem of the diameter of the double loop network, only need to study the distance between vertex 0 to other vertices.
As everyone knows, for ultra high speed local area network, the communication delay is very important. Such as, for the connection between the CPUs of a supercomputer, CPU's computing speed is very fast, but the topology structure of the connection between CPUs is not so good, thus the communication delay between CPU and CPU becomes slow, if so, CPU can not respond timely, the overall performance of the supercomputer will be greatly reduced. Therefore, network with low communication delay is worth studying. The r and s is fixed in double loop network with fixed step. The communication delay of the double loop network with fixed step has been unable to break through the delay lower bound given by Wong and Coppersmith [1] . Michihiro Koibuchi [12] and others take the random string to connect the ring network, the communication delay is about 300 times lower than that of a fixed step network used on an on-chip system. Michihiro Koibuchi's research gives us a new idea that, to reduce the communication delay of double loop network, we don't need to be confined to a fixed step, and can take the ring network with changing step. Next, we study the double loop network with changing step.
Topological structure of ring network with exponential step
Double loop network with random step has many advantages, such as the communication delay is lower than those with fixed step, the diameter is small and so on, but ring network with random step also has many disadvantages, such as the connection is confusing, and connection confusion leads to difficulties to manage the connection and routing. In view of this, on the basis of random step, we propose a new method--exponential step.
The generation steps of the topological structure of the directed double loop network with exponential step are as follows:
Step1: first put node 0, node 1, node 2, … , into a circle; Step2: node 0 sends two directed lines, one points to node 1, the other points to node 2. The steps of the two edges are 1 and 2 respectively, that is r 0 =1，s 0 =2;
Step3: node 1 sends two directed lines, one points to node 3, the other points to node 4. The steps of the two edges are 2 and 3 respectively, that is r 1 =2，s 1 =3;
Step4: and by this analogy, until when r i 、s i >⌈ 2 N ⌉, restart drawing from the step value which is 1 and 2, that is r i =1，s i =2;
Step5: until the in-degree and the out-degree of all nodes are 2, now the drawing is complete. Shown in Figure 2 is the topological structure of a directed double loop network with exponential step of 8 nodes. Fig. 2 The topological structure of a directed double loop network with exponential step G(8)
Generation algorithm of ring network with exponential step
The pseudo code of the exponential step generation algorithm described by C is as follows: Void GenerateDEG() { InDia=zeros ( In the above pseudo code, AvgI(G) is the average in-degree of the drawn topological structure, InDia is a one-dimensional array, used to record the in-degree of every node I 0 ,I 1 ,I 2 ,…,I N-1 . DEG is a adjacency matrix of the directed double loop network G (N; r, s), used to record the edge of the exponential step structure of the directed double loop network G (N; r, s), defined as:
Simulation result
In this paper, the topological structure of the directed double loop network with exponential step G (N; r, s) is simulated by using the C language, and the generation algorithm of the directed double loop network with exponential step is realized. In this experiment, the value of N is 6, 12 respectively, as shown in Figure 3 , Figure 4 respectively. Fig. 3 The topological structure of a directed double loop network with exponential step G(6) Fig. 4 The topological structure of a directed double loop network with exponential step G(12)
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Conclusions
This paper starts from the point of reducing the communication delay of the ultra high speed network, uses the theory that communication delay can be reduced by using the random step proposed by Michihiro Koibuchi, proposes the topological structure of double loop network with exponential step, realizes the generation algorithm of the topological structure of exponential step, and simulate the algorithm further.
The specific benefits of the communication delay of the topological structure of double loop network with exponential step, that is, how much communication delay can be reduced by using this topology, and whether the ring network with exponential step has smaller diameter, all these are the future research direction.
